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FPS tour members enjoying a special photo opportunity with the Invertebrate Paleontology Collections staff

Gainesville, Florida– Spring Meeting 2018
This spring, the Florida Paleontological Society gathered in Gainesville for their bi-annual meeting. Festivities began Friday afternoon with tours of three collections at the Florida Museum of Natural History (FM). First was Vertebrate Paleontology, led by Richard Hulbert. Next, members toured the Paleobotany collections with Terry Lott.
Finally, folks rounded out the experience with a tour of Invertebrate Paleontology with Carmi Thompson, followed
by a photograph opportunity with Roger Portell. Later in the day, members attended an informal gathering, with
drinks in the hotel lobby, followed by Chinese food at Gator Suyaki.
Early the next morning, everyone gathered in the lobby of the Wyndham Garden for directions and instructions for
the day’s field experience. Everyone was colorfully dressed in safety gear- whether stylish orange vests or FPS fluorescent yellow t-shirts. After a quick safety overview, everyone arranged in a caravan to travel to Haile Quarries.
Long ago, Florida was covered by a vast sea. While this is no longer the case, snapshots of past marine life are exposed in limestock quarries across Florida. Haile is one of such quarries, highlighting life from the ancient marine
to the more recent terrestrial. With many spoil piles, there were exciting finds for all. Lots of echinoids, mollusks,
and crabs, were collected. There were even rare cassid snails found for an ongoing FM research project. While
invertebrates were the most common finds, there were some vertebrate discoveries as well, including shark teeth!

Spring Meeting 2018, continued
After a warm and sunny day of fossil
hunting, folks dispersed to get ready for the night’s
festivities. Dinner was catered by the hotel which
provided options for vegetarians and meat-lovers
alike. There was even a table dedicated to various
desserts- wow!
Once everyone had settled in for dinner,
President Kevin Hutchenson gave remarks and set
the stage for the student speakers. The first talk of
the evening was by Kristopher Kusenerik, one of
the graduate students in FM Invertebrate Paleontology. His talk focused on living, dead, and fossil
freshwater mollusks in the rivers and springs of
Florida. Next, Rachel Narducci, a graduate student
in FM Vertebrate Paleontology, spoke on endocranial variation in fossil and modern cingulates. Concluding the series of talks was Shamindri Tennakoon, another graduate student in FM Invertebrate
Paleontology, speaking on her work on reef rehabilitation and fossil cassid taxonomy. The talks
were well received by all and brought about good
questions and conversations. However, the events
for the evening were not over!
At the dinner, FPS members had the
chance to honor Joseph Dumont, who was awarded the FM’s Howard Converse Award, The award is
given yearly to recognize outstanding contributions
to paleontology within our state. Additionally, Mrs.
Barbara Toomey was officially awarded the Paleontological Research Institution’s Katherine Palmer
Award for her years of dedicated service to the
paleontology community nationwide. Thanks to
you both for all you have done to advance the field
of paleontology!
The last major event of the evening was a
large, silent auction filled with all kinds of items.
Folks bid for plastic collection boxes, fossil literature, and sieves. Competition was fierce for a set of
paintings depicting various geologic time periods,
as well as the last (!?) SMR Aggregates hat. Over
$700 was raised for the Gary S. Morgan Award,
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which supports student paleontological research in
the SE USA. After the auction, the event ended. The
next morning, officers and the board of directors
met to discuss society business. This concluded the
spring meeting.
Thank you to everyone for a good
meeting, and we look forward to getting together
again in the fall!

Carmi and Shamindri demonstrate the importance of safety gear

Roger and Michael discuss the contents of the various boxes in
the Invertebrate Paleontology prep lab
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Spring Board Meeting // Gainesville, Florida // 13 May 2018
The morning after the dinner at the Wyndham Garden Hotel and Suites, the BOD meeting was held in the director’s conference
room in Dickinson Hall, Florida Museum of Natural History on University of Florida Campus. Present at the meeting were:
Kevin Hutchenson
President
Michael Reagin
President-Elect
Phil Whisler
Treasurer
Carmi Thompson
Secretary
Roger Portell
Resident Agent
Cindy Lockner
Vice President
Paul Roth
Past President
Carol Peterson
Board Member
Bernie Peterson
Board Member
Russell Brown
Board Member
Bonnie Cronin
Board Member
Laura Pullum
Board Member
The meeting was called to order at 8:08 AM EST by the President, Kevin Hutchenson.
TREASURER’S REPORT (presented by Phil Whisler):
Following the winter meeting and discussion of finances and account problems, the current bank account was moved to Wells
Fargo. Overall expenses were slightly in the red due to banquet and venue costs, but this meeting was an unusual event (large
auction, strong affiliation with the Florida Museum of Natural History). Despite this high cost, finances are in great shape.
During the banquet, $715 was raised from auction items and $156 was raised from FPS material (publications, t-shirts, etc) sales.
OLD BUSINESS
1. Spring Meeting Status
-Feedback for the meeting was extremely positive: several members emailed expressing their enjoyment of the
event
2. Bank Change
-As mentioned in the Treasurer’s report, FPS has changed their bank account to Wells Fargo
3. Member Spotlight Exhibit at Florida Museum’s Powell Hall
Chuck Ferrara’s collection has been returned to him
Cindy Lockner’s collection of dinosaur fossils has been set up in FPS exhibit case
4. Publication Status
-FFI status: no change, according to Roger, but “this year”
-Daring to Dig
-Can’t sell at Orlando Science Center BUT
-Could sell at Fossil Fair, at club meetings
-Currently for sale on website
NEW BUSINESS
1. BOD MEMBERS
A. Board Members (we need people to fill spots by next meeting)
-Two members expressed interest: Chuck Ferrara and Pearse Hayes
- Following a vote by board of members and officers, Chuck Ferrara was appointed as new board member. Kevin Hutchenson will contact him with the appointment.
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B. In the newsletter, announcement for new board members / officers needs to be placed
-Provide a statement of interest by next meeting
-Kevin’s term ends 12/31, need to find new VP
2. National Fossil Day
-Changes on Powell Hall side of committee- hope to motivate new folks to take over / take on more duties
-Date coincides with opening of new exhibit Permian Monsters (traveling exhibit)
-Volunteers needed - but should specify what is needed in those roles
-Give notice to volunteers / people involved 1 MONTH in advance (times for set-up, stations, takedown, other details)
3. NPS Kits
A. Kits are still being assembled
B. Eighteen kits are currently in circulation; some are used beyond Florida borders
C. Let National Park Service (NPS) decide where kits are needed most
-Ex: Grand Canyon
-Alaska is the last of seven regions to be serviced by kits
D. What is the end goal?
-Cindy commented the kits are excellent outreach
-Are other grants/funding available? Can other clubs sponsor kits OR other organizations? Will NPS
cover more of the costs?
-NPS currently pays for shipping (funded through AGI)
E. What is the effectiveness of kits?
-Is there feedback on how the kits are being used (frequency, dates, etc.)?
-On the national level, interest is there (positive feedback at conferences, etc.)
F. How do we maintain kits in Florida?
-Grant? Future project (student, local club, paleontology department)?
-SEGS
-FPS representative should attend next board meeting and investigate the education funding situation
-Overall takeaway: face time is important and reaching beyond the boundaries of Florida is invaluable…
the focus of these kits is not about profit but education
G. MOTION: split NPS kit budget for 2018, $700 for National Fossil Day promotion and $1300 for Fossil kit assembly
(one-year motion); this motion passed for the current year. At the next meeting, a second part of the motion,
regarding funding for future years, will be put into place.
H. Future plan for making sure that kits are maintained:
-Adopt-a-Kit program (local groups, students, etc.)
-Set goal for total number of kits and cut it off there
4. Fall Trip (should be held prior to Thanksgiving, barring any unusual events)
A. Potential locations include: Cabbage Grove, Star Ranch, Red Level Mine, Suwannee River trip, South Bay
B. Proposed dates are: October 26-28 (first choice) and October 12-13 (second choice)
-Top three choices are: South Bay, Branford, and Cabbage Grove
C. Planning will occur roughly two months before (late August)
The meeting was adjourned at 9:20 AM EST.
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FLORIDA PALEONTOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INC.
As stated in the Articles of Incorporation, “The
purposes of this Corporation shall be to advance
the science of Paleontology, especially in Florida,
to disseminate knowledge of this subject and to
facilitate cooperations of all persons concerned
with the history, stratigraphy, evolution, ecology,
anatomy, and taxonomy of Florida’s past fauna and
flora. The Corporation shall also be concerned
with the collection and preservation of Florida
fossils.” (Article III, Section 1).
CODE OF ETHICS
ARTICLE X
Section 1. Members of the Florida Paleontological
Society, Inc., are expected to respect all private and
public properties.
Section 2. No member shall collect without appropriate permission on private or public properties.
Section 3. Members should make a sincere effort to
keep themselves informed of laws, regulations,
and rules on collecting on private or public properties.
Section 4. Members shall not use firearms, blasting
equipment or dredging apparatuses without appropriate licenses and permits.
Section 5. Members shall dispose of litter properly.
Section 6. Members shall report to proper state
offices any seemingly important paleontological
and archaeological sites.
Section 7. Members shall respect and cooperate
with field trip leaders or designated authorities in
all collecting areas.
Section 8. Members shall appreciate and protect
our heritage of natural resources.
Section 9. Members shall conduct themselves in a
manner that best represents the Florida Paleontological Society, Inc.
Section 10. Members shall not discard any foreign
materials (such as emptying buckets/bags from a
previous collecting trip) that would cause cross
contamination at any site, potentially endangering
future research data.
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Joseph Dumont (top) and Craig Samuel (bottom) hard at work sieving
material from Farley Creek

Fun in the sun at Haile Quarry!
ANNUAL DUES for the FPS are $10.00 for Associate Membership (persons under age 18) and $20.00 for Full Membership
(persons over age 18) and Institutional Subscriptions. Couples may join for $25.00, and Family Memberships (3 or more
persons) are available for $30.00. Persons interested in FPS membership need only send their names, addresses, and
appropriate dues to the Secretary, Florida Paleontological Society, Inc., at the address on page 2. Please make checks
payable to the FPS. Members receive (free) the FPS e-Newsletter and any Florida Fossil Invertebrates published during
their subscription (membership). FPS Special Papers are offered (at a reduced price) to members in good standing. Additionally, there are FPS sponsored fossil collecting trips, auctions, and presentations in conjunction with our society’s
biannual meetings.
NEWSLETTER POLICY: All worthy news items, art work, and photographs related to paleontology and various clubs in
Florida are welcome. The editors reserve the right not to publish submissions and to edit those which are published.
Please address submissions to the Editors, Florida Paleontological Society, Inc. Florida Museum of Natural History, P.O.
Box 117800, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-7800
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Joseph Dumont receives the Florida Museum
of Natural History’s Howard Converse Award
The 2017 Howard Converse Award was presented to Joseph Dumont of Oldsmar, FL at the 2018 Florida Paleontological Society (FPS) Spring Meeting, in Gainesville.
Roger Portell presented him with a recognition plaque shortly upon returning from the Haile Quarries field trip. Joe is an active member of the Tampa Bay Fossil
Club and the FPS and he has played a major role in promoting Florida Paleontology. He has donated nearly 1200 specimens to the FLMNH’s Invertebrate Paleontology Collection including rare echinoids (sand dollars and sea biscuits) and even rarer mollusks like the Modiolarca bivalve (UF 266354) from the SMR Aggregates
Phase 10 Quarry figured herein (photo by Sean Roberts).
The Howard Converse Award, presented nearly every year since 1988 by the FLMNH, recognizes outstanding contributions to Florida paleontology by the nonprofessional. Individuals are nominated for the award by FLMNH staff from the Invertebrate Paleontology, Vertebrate Paleontology, and Paleobotany divisions.
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Caption describing picture or graphic

Barbara toomey

FPS member Barbara Toomey receives the Katherine Palmer Award
The 2018 Katherine Palmer Award was presented to Barbara K. Toomey of Gainesville, FL at the 2018 Mid-America Paleontological Society (MAPS) Expo, in
Iowa City, IA. Knowing that Barbara would not be able to attend, Roger Portell surprised her at the 2018 FPS Spring Meeting and presented her with this welldeserved National Award. Barbara’s contributions are too many to list here but she volunteered at the FLMNH for over 30 years, mostly in Invertebrate Paleontology. Barbara helped conduct fieldwork both domestically and internationally, donated her collection of Cenozoic fossils, and spent countless hours unpacking, sorting, and organizing tens-of-thousands of fossil shells. Furthermore, she provided necessary financial support for our education, outreach, and
exhibit endeavors. Pictured below is a species of crab, Lophopanopeus toomeyorum (photo by Sean Roberts), named for the Toomey family.
The Katherine Palmer Award is presented by the Paleontological Research Institution annually to a non-professional paleontologist for their significant contributions to the field.
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Marianna, Florida– Fall Meeting 2017
This year's Fall Meeting, held in Marianna, Florida, took members to an exposure of the lower Miocene
Chipola Formation along Farley Creek. The Chipola Formation, a marine unit, was deposited nearly 18 million
years ago during a time when all of Florida experienced a
tropical climate – these tropical temperatures, however,
were not to be seen during the trip. Members began to
arrive the night before – a cold and chilly evening but a
good time for catching up and preparing for the meeting
ahead.
On Saturday morning, members gathered in the
lobby of the Fairfield Inn & Suites to chat and discuss
plans for the day. Being on Marianna time (Central Time
by another name) was an adjustment, but all made it to
gather for a caravan ride to the site.
While the sun was bright and the skies clear,
warm and sunny temperatures were not to be found in
the creek. Most members geared up in waders and other
items to keep themselves insulated from the very cold
water. The temperatures did not prevent collecting

though, and many fascinating fossils were found through
patient digging and sieving. One of the most exciting finds
of the day was a small, colorful, cowrie shell, collected by
Miss Helen Whisler, who quickly donated this find by
throwing it at the field trip leader Uncle Roger (Miss
Helen’s Godfather). Helen was the youngest FPS member
to attend the fieldtrip (at the ripe old age of 10). Everyone
had such a good time collecting, that field time was extended by a half hour for "just a little bit more."
After a chilly and exciting day of collecting, members retired to their rooms for showers and naps before
the final events of the day. The meeting continued with a
delicious dinner at The Oaks with discussions of pteropods
and baked potatoes. There was no auction this year, as
time and space did not allow for it, but this only meant
that the auction at the upcoming meeting will be particularly spectacular (editor’s note: most agreed it was!). Stay
tuned! Following the dinner, the board met to discuss
agenda items before concluding the meeting and turning
in for the evening. Thank you to everyone for a good trip!

Fall attendees of the trip pose for a pre-creek photo– everyone is ready and excited to collect!
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Curt Klug (top right) and Paul Wierzbowscki (top left) carefully examining sieved material. Phil Whisler (bottom) and his daughter, Helen, pose with a cool find.
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Stephen Gilmore and Curt Klug hard at work (top), while FPS President Kevin Hutchenson (bottom) sorts through the contents of his sieve
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Roger and Helen fight over the contents of the sieve (top)! Ashley Sandness and Joshua Slattery (bottom) picking and washing outcrop material.
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Fall Board Meeting // Marianna, Florida // 16 December 2017
Following dinner on Saturday night, the BOD meeting was held at the Fairfield Inn & Suites in Marianna, FL.
Present at the meeting were:
Kevin Hutchenson
Michael Reagin
Phil Whisler
Roger Portell
Carmi Thompson
The meeting was called to order at 8:15 PM EST by the President, Kevin Hutchenson.
Old Business:
1.Secretary (vacancy): Carmi Thompson volunteered to take on the role of Secretary. Kevin Hutchenson moved to select Carmi as
Secretary. Roger Portell seconded the motion.
2.Publication Status: Currently there is no change in publication status due to a busy fall (hurricane and National Fossil Day). It is
possible that a publication could be submitted this year (either on Jackson Bluff Formation Mollusks or Florida Fossil Pearls), but
next year, in the spring, is more likely, as the faunal list for Jackson Bluff Formation needs to be updated. The shark book sales are
doing well.
Treasurer’s Report (presented by Phil Whisler):
BANKING SUMMARY
Uncategorized deposits have been made to the account under “strip,” – it is unclear as to what these deposits are for on Gum
Road. Phil needs access to Gum Road (currently the only people with access are Paul/Anna). Roger has agreed to talk to Paul and
figure out the nature of these transactions. (Note: these transactions were resolved by Paul Roth after the meeting).
Overall: year should be positive once fall meeting fees are deposited, etc.- recall also that the budget for National Fossil Day was
increased by $1,000.
BALANCE SHEET
Roger Portell noted that we had not had auctions for the last two meeting due to meeting venue space. We must have space for
an auction at our next meeting due to the number of accumulated items for auction.
Another item of discussion brought up was the possibility of changing banks, as the current bank is somewhat problematic. Wells
Fargo and Suntrust (suggested by Roger) were brought up as potential alternatives. Phil Whisler was tasked with investigating the
issue further.
New Business:
1.Membership: Memberships are currently at 40% paid; however, more payments are arriving by mail every day, and this number
should increase.
2.Public Outreach
a. Once the new Poop exhibit is up at the FLMNH, Kevin will contact Cindy re: 20-30 items with ID, her favorite fossil, how she
became interested in paleo, and a good photograph. Roger will handle the official loan of her material to Powell. Chuck’s exhibit
will be taken down and Roger will send back his material.
b. National Fossil Day was EXCELLENT for both the public and the clubs. The 2018 planning meeting, which Roger and Paul are
attending, will be held in early January.
c. Other outreach
i. Orlando Science in May (Women in Paleontology)
ii. Morgan Award (funding -> votes on 2017 recipient)
3.Spring Meeting and Field Trip
a. SCL Cemex Mine (Roger), north of Miami, if shell present “go”, if no shell “no.”
b. Backup venue – Gainesville? (creeks, Haile, or Suwannee River)
c. We must have a good meeting space for auction (and auction needs to be a big event as we have many items).
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d. Potential dates (recall that these should be compared against other potential club conflicts throughout the state);
once the date is set, tell Anna to update on website.
i. PRIMARY: May 11-12, 2018
ii. SECONDARY: April 22-28, 2018
4. Other items
a. Roger brought a book about American women in paleontology “Daring to Dig” that was sent to the FPS by mail. The
publisher wants FPS to buy (wholesale) and sell it for them. It was decided that we should try to obtain the wholesale
price and determine the number to purchase. The Orlando Science Center was mentioned as a possible place to sell the
books.
i. Roger needs to contact Bonnie and ask about the Women in Paleontology event- will we be allowed to sell
books there?
All members present agreed that it was a beautiful day for the fossil trip and things went very well.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:00 pm EST.

Don Champagne and Michael Reagin work in a quiet section of Farley Creek.
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FPS Product Sales
Prices are for current FPS members only
Shipping and Handling Extra
Hulbert, Fossil Vertebrates of Florida $31.00
FPS Special Papers
Fossil Sharks and Rays of Gainesville Creeks $10.00
Florida Fossil Invertebrates
Part 1, Eocene Echinoids $7.00
Part 2, Oligocene and Miocene Echinoids $7.00
Part 3, Pliocene and Pleistocene Echinoids $7.00
Part 4, Pliocene and Pleistocene
Decapod Crustaceans $7.00
Part 5, Eocene, Oligocene, and
Miocene Decapod Crustaceans $7.00
Part 6, Larger Foraminifera (Introduction) $7.00
Part 7, Larger Foraminifera (Common Taxa) $7.00
Part 8, Brachiopods $7.00
Part 9, Mollusca (Shoal River Formation) $12.00
Part 10, Mollusca (Anastasia Formation) $10.00
Part 11, Eocene and Oligocene Corals TBA
Part 12, Mollusca (Fort Thompson Formation) (On Website)
Part 13, Mollusca (Bermont Formation) (On Website)
Part 14, Cephalopoda Eocene to Middle Miocene $10.00
Part 15, Mollusca (Nashua Formation) $10.00
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Fossil Species of Florida
Number 1, Mammut americanum $1.00
Number 2, Tapirus veroensis $1.00
T-shirt (Small - XL) Bright Yellow (Field) $12.00
Coffee Mug $4.00
Sales Tax (Florida residents) add 6.5%
To purchase the above items, please visit our website at:
http://floridapaleosociety.com/publications or contact:
fps@flmnh.ufl.edu or contact by mail: Treasurer Florida Museum of Natural History Box 117800 University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32611-7800

*****ATTENTION*****

Please fill out your annual Fossil Permit report on vertebrate
fossils that you’ve collected on state lands this past year. This is
a requirement to renew your State of Florida permit.
www.flmnh.ufl.edu/vertpaleo/amateur-collector/fossil-permit
REMINDER: If you have not submitted your 2018 dues...Now Is The Time!!!
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COMING SOON!

While National Fossil Day occurs in October, the Florida Museum of
Natural History will be holding their celebration in September to coincide with the opening of their new exhibit: Permian Monsters. Stay
tuned for more details and information on how to volunteer!!
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Mail completed form to :
Florida Paleontological Society, Inc.
Florida Museum of Natural History
University of Florida, Box 117800
Gainesville, FL 32611-7800

FLORIDA PALEONTOLOGICAL SOCIETY, INC.
APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
New_____

Renewal_____

Name ________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________________________________________________
City ________________________________________________________________ State ___________ Zip Code _____________
Primary Email address _____________________________________ Primary Phone #(General Contact)______________________________
Secondary Email address ___________________________________ Secondary Phone(Cell#For Field Trips)__________________________
TYPE OF MEMBERSHIP
2. INSTITUTIONAL ($20.00) _____
4. FAMILY (3 or more $30.00) _____
6. ASSOCIATE (under 18 $10.00) _____

1. INDIVIDUAL ACTIVE ($20.00) _____
3. COUPLES ($25.00) _____
5. LIFE ($500.00) _____

NOTE!! MEMBERSHIPS ARE FOR A CALENDAR YEAR AND ARE DUE NO LATER THAN JANUARY 1 EACH YEAR!
PLEASE RENEW ON TIME!
BIOGRAPHICAL FACT SHEET
1. NUMBER OF YEARS OF INTEREST IN PALEONTOLOGY_____
2. WHICH BEST DESCRIBES YOUR STATUS: COLLECTOR ___ OCCASIONAL DEALER ___ FULL TIME DEALER ___
PROFESSIONAL POSITION ___ JUST STARTING ___
3. PRIMARY AREAS OF INTEREST:
PLEISTOCENE
PLIOCENE
MIOCENE
OLIGOCENE
EOCENE
EARLIER

VERTEBRATE

INVERTEBRATE

BOTANY

MICRO

____			
____			
____			
____
____
____

____			
____			
____			
____
____
____

____			
____			
____			
____
____
____

____
____
____
____
____
____

4. LIST ANY PREFERRED TYPES (Echinoids, Crabs, Horses, Sloths, Plants, etc.).

5. LIST ANY PUBLISHED WORKS ON PALEONTOLOGICAL SUBJECTS.

6. DO YOU BUY _____ TRADE _____ FIND _____ FOSSILS?
7. LIST ANY SKILLS OR ABILITIES THAT MAY BE OF USE TO THE SOCIETY’S PROJECTS (RESTORATION, PREPARATION, COMPUTER USE, GRAPHICS SKILLS, SPEAKING, PHOTOGRAPHY, PUBLIC RELATIONS, WRITING, FUND RAISING, ETC.).

8. LIST ANY UNUSUAL SPECIMENS FOUND, CIRCUMSTANCES UNDER WHICH THEY WERE LOCATED AND THEIR DISPOSITION.

PLEASE USE AN ADDITIONAL SHEET IF REQUIRED. THANK YOU!
Payments, contributions, or gifts to the Florida Paleontological Society are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
Dues payments may be deductible by members as ordinary or necessary business expenses. We recommend that you consult with your tax advisor.

